
The Sisense platform is a complete data and analytics solution for data engineers, developers, and 
analysts to build analytic apps that deliver highly interactive user experiences. The combination of 
BigQuery and Sisense eliminates technical bottlenecks to combine, prepare, and analyze live data from 
BigQuery with the lowest total cost of ownership for analytics. From data pipelines for machine learning 
(ML) to operational dashboards and embedded analytics, Sisense delivers fast time to insight.

Whether the need is governed interactive dashboards, self-service analytics, or white-labeled AI-powered 
analytic apps, Sisense’s data agility reduces the cost of experimentation and increases organizations’ ability to 
innovate with data.

Everything Needed to Build Powerful Analytic Apps

Advanced tools to answer any question
• A full suite of powerful tools makes it possible for data teams to transform their entire data workflow 

whether in the cloud or on-prem 
• Builders can manage data pipelines by transforming and optimizing raw data using SQL, R, and Python 
• Analysts can build complex data models with a drag-and-drop user interface that empowers business 

stakeholders with powerful ad-hoc self-service analytics

Fast and powerful embedded analytics
• Sisense’s open, API-first approach dramatically accelerates the time it takes to build, customize, 

embed and deploy analytic apps at scale
• Developer toolkits, a robust set of APIs and programmatic access across the analytics workflow 

reduce long, complex development processes and accelerate time to value

Learn more at www.sisense.

Designed for BI and DevOps teams
• Sisense is built from the ground up on a fully containerized microservices architecture using best-

of-breed cloud-native technologies like Docker, Kubernetes and Linux, enabling faster delivery, 
resiliency and elastic scalability within Google Cloud
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Fast setup, reduced TCO, no surprises
• Rated #1 by customers for ensuring implementations go live quickly, accelerating time-to-value
• Fully leverage the cost benefits of Linux, the efficient use of on-demand resources, and automated 

deployments using a robust suite of APIs
• Dynamically add storage and compute capacity on Google Cloud to meet query and performance expectations
• Seamlessly integrate multiple data sources, on-premises or in the cloud

Build and scale raw data for analytics
• Empower data teams to independently optimize raw data on BigQuery, using SQL, R and Python to 

precompute and save complicated joins and aggregations that can be refreshed on schedule 
• Ingest complex data types automatically by flattening arrays and records to columns and rows 
• Run queries on defined partitions and nested objects out of the box without the need to write custom SQL
• Easily cache data using Sisense’s proprietary performance acceleration technology for high-query, slow-

moving data

Get more value from your data using AI
• AI-assisted data prep capabilities accelerate the manual and time consuming process of preparing data for 

analysis
• Surface new insights and hard to detect patterns to all users using augmented insight features that do not 

require data science know-how
• Advanced analytic features deliver custom model development in SQL, Python, and R, with the ability to 

leverage open libraries of advanced analytical functions and AutoML platforms

Turn data into data analytic products
•  Support a wide array of data monetization models including out-of-the-box pre-built apps, governed self-

service analytics, advanced analytics, and proactive alerts
• Drive impact by turning insights into actions with alerts, write-backs and workflow integration with external 

products and systems  
• Deploy apps on Google Cloud in a single-tenant, multi-tenant, or partially multi-tenant setup with the ability 

to scale within a robust environment


